Food Systems, Water Rights, and COVID-19 on the Navajo Nation

Friday, December 11
11:00 AM PST

Join us for an in-depth conversation about Diné struggles for food sovereignty and environmental justice during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Panelists:

- Janene Yazzie, Sustainable Development Program Coordinator, International Indian Treaty Council
- Nate Etsitty and Felix Earle, Diné farmers and educators
- Andrew Curley, School of Geography, Development, and Environment, University of Arizona
- Shandiin Yazzie and Brandon Benaille, St. Michaels (AZ) COVID-19 Relief Effort

Moderator:
Eugénie Clement, PhD candidate in Anthropology, École des hautes études en sciences sociales

Register via Zoom at: https://ucla.zoom.us/webinar/register/ WN_oYnc27A_TfqXuobPLFZAbw